PREVENTING LOSSES IN STORED POTATOES

Simple precautions are a vital part of the potatogrower’s work but a few rules for storage, vise, lift, and store your crop with care.

- **Guard Against Rist at Lifting Time**
  - Do not entrust lifting to the last men on the crew, but have the middle men lift unaided. They can then make a thorough inspection of the potatoes before lifting. Leave the last men to load the boxes.

- **See That Tubs are Sound**
  - Also, when storing, remove any tuber that is soft or rotted. Any soft tubers that are found should be removed to prevent the disease being spread to the entire crop.

- **Auction Marts**
  - Barnard Castle Dairy Mart
  - A strong gathering of farmers took place at the Barnard Castle Dairy Mart on Wednesday last, when the auction proceeded...